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Abstract:-  A pilot production biogas plant based on solar heating has been developed and built. The results of experimental studies 

on biogas production in the mesaphilic mode of the installation are presented. The possibilities of using biogas plants in the conditions 

of small farms are considered. Currently, economically developed and developing countries are developing at an accelerated pace on 

the practical use of alternative energy sources as an important factor in sustainable development and increasing the competitiveness of 

economies in the face of a reduction in global reserves of hydrocarbons [1]. 

Uzbekistan has accumulated significant experience in scientific and experimental research in the field of using alternative energy 

sources, primarily solar and biogas energy, for which development has been carried out for many decades [2]. 

Currently, a large number of plants for the production of biogas from organic waste have been developed and are operating in various 

countries. However, most scientifically grounded biogas plants are intended for processing waste from large livestock complexes and 

provide for heating the fermented biomass using electricity or thermal energy from centralized networks, which hinders the effective 

disposal of waste from individual and small farms dispersed in regions with no centralized energy supply [3,4 ]. On the other hand, the 

change in the structure of agricultural production in connection with the transition to market conditions led to an increase in the 

number of private dekhkans and farms. When solving issues of energy supply for everyday life, individual and farms in remote areas 

of Uzbekistan, which do not have centralized electricity and gas supply, are in need of imported fuel materials [5]. 

Therefore, the development of autonomous bioenergy plants (BEU) with heating of fermented biomass at the expense of local 

renewable energy sources is an urgent problem, the solution of which contributes to the direction of effective waste disposal while 

ensuring environmental safety in agricultural production in hard-to-reach regions. 

All this dictates that for the large-scale use of biogas plants in farms and individual agriculture, first of all, given their regional 

and local conditions, the need to develop small energy-saving, economical, environmentally friendly and high-performance biogas 

plants [6].  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

In this regard, an experimental biogas plant of a production 

nature with a solar heating system (Fig. 1), consisting of a 

bioreactor (1), a solar water heater (2), a heat accumulator (3), 

a gas purifier (4) and a gas storage tank was built in the Bukh. 

(gasholder) (5). 

In the manufacture of these parts, we proceeded from the 

requirements of energy conservation,  ecology and their 

expected efficiency 
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Translation results 

 

Solar water heating collectors (SVK) of various designs are 

traditionally made of metallic materials. The SVK offered by 

us is made of alternative non-metallic materials. The solar 

water heater is made in the form of a "hot box", inside of which 

there is a heat sink-collector made of a plastic pipe of black 

color with inlet and outlet pipes. The heat storage part is a well-

insulated (from the outside) cylindrical tank, inside which there 

are two heat exchangers - one (6) for heating the TAM (heat 

storage material), the other (7) for providing heat to the 

bioreactor. Both heat exchangers are made of plastic pipes in 

the form of a coil. The container is filled with TAM, for which 

we used hexahydrate calcium chloride (CaCl2. 6H2O) with a 

melting point almost equal to the optimum temperature of the 

mesophilic mode of the fermented substrate (36–38оС). The 

heat of fusion and density of the crystalline hydrate are, 

respectively, 174.4 kJ / kg and 1634 kg / m3. One of the main 

elements of the bioreactor is a bioreactor, which is a sealed 

cylindrical container with a diameter of 1.5 m and a height of 2 

m (V = 3.5 cubic meters). In the upper and lower side parts, 

there are loading (12) and unloading (11) hatches. Inside the 

reactor, in the middle part, there is (installed) a mechanism (13) 

for mixing the fermented substrate. From the outside, the 

cylindrical container is tightly (in height) surrounded by plastic 

pipes serving as heating elements (14) and on which a metal 

mesh is stretched. Further, the reactor is thermally insulated 

from the environment with mineral wool, the thickness of 

which is 10 cm. In order to obtain the temperature necessary 

for the fermentation process and, if possible, maintain it 

constant, it is necessary, first of all, to warm up the substrate 

supplied to the reactor to the required temperature; also 

constantly, supplying heat to compensate for heat losses. 

Heating the fermentable substrate to the mesophilic 

temperature (t = 35-380 C) and maintaining this temperature in 

the bioenergy plant developed by us is carried out using a solar 

water heater. Heat generation is carried out as follows: during 

the day, the sun's rays passing through a transparent enclosure 

heat the water collector. The heated water from the collector 

enters the heat storage tank and, passing through the heat 

exchanger (6), and also giving its significant potential to TAM, 

again enters the collector. This happens during the day in clear 

sunny weather. And in the heat storage part, since we have 

chosen CaCl2 as TAM. 6H2O, thermal processes occur 

differently. With the arrival of heat from the solar collector, the 

crystalline hydrate begins to heat up, its temperature rises until 

it reaches the melting value, i.e. 36-39o C. Further, excess heat 

is accumulated due to the phase transformation of the 

crystalline hydrate. Thus, in the heat accumulator proposed by 

us, the temperature is kept constant, i.e. equal to the optimum 

temperature of the mesophilic regime of the fermented 

substrate. At night, the unit operates due to the heat 

accumulated during the day (heat of the phase transition of 

crystalline hydrate CaCl2.6H2O), which thus ensures round-

the-clock operation and increases the efficiency of the 

bioenergy unit. The bioreactor and, consequently, the substrate 

to be fermented is heated through a sealed water heating system 

containing a heat exchanger (7), a water pump (8) and heat 

exchangers (14) in the form of spirally wound from the outside 

of the reactor, through which the coolant (water) circulates. Our 

experiments have shown that the proposed biogas plant, the 

volume of which is 3.5 m3, is capable of processing 90 kg of 

manure per day in a mesophilic mode and producing about 20 

m3 of biogas and slightly less than 90 kg of liquid 

environmentally friendly biofertilizers. The latter contain a 

number of organic substances that contribute to increasing soil 

permeability and hygroscopicity, while at the same time 

preventing erosion and improving general soil conditions. 

Organic substances are also the basis for the development of 

microorganisms, which convert nutrients in such a form that 

they can be easily absorbed by plants. The results of parallel 

practical research on growing tomatoes in a solarium showed 

that the yield of tomato with the use of biofertilizers increased 

by 40-50%.   

To study the temperature and thermal regimes, as well as the 

productivity of the installation relative to the produced biogas, 

we carried out a number of experiments with various substrates 

in various meteorological conditions. The results of such 

experiments are shown in Fig.2. 
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Experiments have shown that in the mesophilic mode of 

operation of the bioreactor, the gas productivity practically did 

not decrease when the temperature deviated by 1-20 C from the 

optimum and the process of substrate fermentation lasted -25-

30 days. 

In the course of the study, it was revealed that the intensity of 

the process largely depends on the temperature and humidity in 

the bioreactor. It is shown that in the mesophilic regime (36-38 

0 С) the process of methane fermentation proceeds more 

intensively, as evidenced by the higher yield of biogas and the 

increased content of methane in it. 

 

 

The research carried out makes it possible to develop a 

technology for processing chicken manure (as well as other 

organic waste), which are the most promising from the point of 

view of environmental protection and ecology of non-

renewable natural energy sources. The use of this technology 

will make it possible to make the most of the energy and raw 

material potential contained in organic waste. 

          Also, long-term field tests of the proposed design of the 

biogas plant were carried out, as a result of which its 

autonomous performance was revealed in the climatic 

conditions of the Bukhara region.  

More about Experiments 
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